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About This Content

Garage Upgrade 1
Move your skimmer maintenance to an advanced indoor facility which hosts these new features:

2x multiplier for Skimmer Garage slots.

 Tetherless testing pad.

 New theme music.
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Title: Vector 36 - Garage Upgrade 1 ( x2 slot )
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Red River Studio LLC
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: i5 or equivelent

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Direct X 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space
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I honestly couldn't play this game. Since it came out a long time ago, it runs better on a single core system. So I tried to disable
multi core operations for it to see if it'd run better. But unfortunately it still ran at roughly one frame per second. I'd love to play
the game and enjoy it, but I simply can't.. This game is challenging to say the least, fun, requires good concentration on hardcore
mode. One of the more challenging indie type games I've come across. It is a shame it is not more popular but I highly
recommend this game to anyone who likes a good challegnge.

The graphics are polished for the style, voice acting and general game mechanics are well implimented. Nothing to really dislike
in all honesty.

Try it!. Can pop wheel stands 10\/10. Stupidly addictive!

How do you make a great casual game? Take a twist on an old skool game, add humour, put it at a cheap pricepoint, ZOMBIES,
and viola!. By far one of my favorite titles. I've been speedrunning this game on and off the past year and I have to say that this
game has great atmosphere, challenge, and nostalgia factor to keep you drawn in for as long as your nerves will let you.

. Do not buy this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ the controls are frustrating and unresponsive.. Well, i was able to buy "The Tape" when it
was on sale, so I thought I'd give it a go despite the negative reviews,but eh, it wasn't that good..sadly the colors were the worst, i
understand that makes a bit creepy gameplay,but it's hard to see anything, i think it would be more pleasure with black&white
colors or something.
And the plot wasn't interesting either, and gameplay was really short. This game got + too, but sadly less than -.. I love this
game! It's so addictive!!!

It would be nice if future patches relieved us of the tedium of managing the supply chains, but I suppose that's half the battle!
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If you're reading this, buy the game. No, don't think about it. Buy it now. Right now.
And if you don't own Predynastic Egypt, pick that one up too.

This game is a huge improvement over Predynastic Egypt. Waaay bigger maps (both city and world), an increased number of
superb artwork, tons of history snippets, mastabas, temples and pyramids galore.
The combat is a bit more interactive. City buildings can be demolished and replaced with others for different resources.
Diplomacy is better. Scouting is better. There are more gods to worship with various bonuses. The world map is highly
interactive. Heck, everything is better.

As you play, the game gets more and more challenging. Trials are ramped up and offer more diversity. Expect to lose the game
2-3 times before you get the hang of it.

This game, just like Predynastic, is a must-play for anyone who enjoys ancient egyptian history.
10/10. I'll be playing this for a while and I hope that the studio will make a Middle Kingdom game too. And a New Kingdom
one. And a late Period + Ptolemaic one. Because damn these games are awesome.. So you can fly over different environments.
You can spread your wings to glide better, although you still need your rocket boosters on. You can shoot guns. I think that's all
there is to this game. It's free.

I guess it's worth the download. Just wish there was something more to do or a goal.

Rating 5/10. Nice game I realy like it but the finishline is a flagg and I always fly over it so I dont finish and that makes levels
sometimes realy hard.
I also got the game for free maby because I one bridgeconnstructor, bridgeconstructor Medieval and bridgeconstructor
playground?
But overall i realy liked and recommend this game! its is realy fun!. 1 tower!?!?!?!3 levels!?!?! I "beat" this game and this is my
actual play time. Looked like i was going to be good. But 1 tower!!! And 3 levels!! There are way better tower defense games
out there and for free.. This game is AMAZING so far keep it up developers cause this game is FANTASTIC. When you 1st
play this game it screams nostalgia; if your a former wonderer of Azeroth, you'll see what I mean with the coloured gear system.
The game has charm and doesn't take itself too seriously, but the plotline is engaging enough to follow on with.

The combat is what keeps you coming back for more though. It is fast (if not too fast, a speed slider in the options menu would
make this game much superior), tactical and highly addictive. Your forced into being tactical or you'll face the consequences of
being over run by the enemy. Or, for example, spacing your team out so aoe's only affect 1 member etc.

However, there are major drawbacks to the title that in the end have ruined it.

1. After your initial playthrough, your mind will begin to race with other party structures. Don't let it, because there aren't any.
Your not allowed to remove the tank from the party (WHY?!) so my 9.30hr game to do a 4 rdps party was a complete waste of
time. I tried again for a 3 rdps + tank party, but this also isn't doable because you cannot down bosses without the healer, which
limits a game that has 8 characters, yet somehow only two party structures? (tank, healer + 2rdps OR tank, healer, rdps, and the
ONLY MELEE?!, the rogue). That is downright embarassing from a game that has the word "tactics" in its title; without party
versatility, you are, basically, not allowed to be creative in how you play your tactics through party customisation.

2. The final zone lets this game down tremendously. Like any other RPG, you upgrade your party gear throughout play as much
as possible (duh). However, you seemingly need to grind out somewhere I would guess between the amounts of 15-20k to
complete the game. You'll be the max lv20 by this point so it really is just a gold grind. If you have been gearing up all the time,
you will have little money upon reaching the final zone of Eriford.

However, this area also has a shop....with all new gears, and ofc you still need money and scraps (mats from battles) to upgrade
your pieces, because not all gear is buyable, some you have to buy at a low stage and upgrade to be epic.
I've tried the final boss many times but got tired of having to literally grind on trash in the area to be able to save money....to be
able to buy pots....to be able to have another attempt......at the LAST BOSS IN THE GAME?!?!
The other option is grind that 15-20k, upgrade all gear and then yes I'm sure the last boss would be fine. Have fun grinding for 2
hours to clear the last boss if that's for you....
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No thanks...waste of time, waste of money...avoid, you'll only be disappointed eventually when you realise the limitations and
chains this game places upon you.

I'm going to go and buy a real RPG called FFV.. It's Turbo Pug,
In 3d
Yeah buy it,
I've played about an hour of it, it's good so far

13/10. Decent TD game with amusing style. At the moment I am about half complete and I have had to vary my approach by
swapping out upgrade points and trying different towers. Looks like there are 90 stars with 5 earned on each map. 3 normal
mode, 1 night, and 1 challenge. No real reason to grind- replaying maps do not get currency or extra stuff.. This game killed me.
I am now dead.. OOH OOOH AAAAAAH AAH
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